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About This Game

Renowned Explorers: International Society is a strategy adventure game set in a fictitious 19th century world. It introduces a
unique attitude-based gameplay that challenges both your tactical and storytelling skills.

Key Features

 Endless New Adventures - Explore the far corners of fictitious 19th century world in procedurally generated
expeditions to Egypt, the Caribbean and much more.

 Compose your Crew - Choose 3 experts out of 20. Fighters are Aggressive but Speakers can solve tactical conflicts
with Speech actions.

 Personality = Gameplay - Each conflict can be solved in different ways, depending on your crew's personality and
strategy. 'Mood' is one of the most important gameplay elements.

 Fight them with Melee, Ranged and Area of Effect attacks,

 win them over using Cheers, Charms and Compliments,

 or scare them away by Insults, Taunts and Humiliation
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 Optimize your Economy - Collect Insight, Research, Gold and Status on your expeditions. Use them to build economy
and support for your next expedition.

 Vivid Stories - Find more than a hundred treasures in hundreds of visual events that adapt to the characters and have
multiple outcomes.

 Build a reputation - Become a Diplomat, Aggressor or Manipulator. Go for Science, Wealth or Status. Fame is your
goal, but the way there is entirely up to you.

 Permadeath? - In Adventure mode you cannot load after failure. Discovery mode lets you reload. Choose difficulties
from Easy through Impossible to customize the challenge.
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Title: Renowned Explorers: International Society
Genre: Adventure, Indie, RPG, Strategy
Developer:
Abbey Games
Publisher:
Abbey Games
Release Date: 2 Sep, 2015

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: x86/x64 versions of Microsoft Windows 7 (SP1 with latest updates), 8.1 and 10.

Processor: AMD Dual-Core running at 2.6 GHz / Intel Dual-Core processor running at ~1.9 GHz (AMD Athlon 64 X2 5200+
and Intel Core 2 Duo E6300 or newer series are the oldest CPU architectures recommended).

Memory: 4096 MB RAM

Graphics: AMD/NVIDIA dedicated/integrated or mobile graphic card, Intel integrated or mobile graphic card, with at least
512MB of dedicated VRAM AMD Radeon HD 3450, NVIDIA GeForce 9600 GT and Intel HD Graphics (Sandy Bridge) and
above are minimum required graphic cards.

DirectX: Version 10

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Integrated or dedicated DirectX 9.0c compatible soundcard.

Additional Notes: Keyboard, mouse

English
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This game has so much detail crafted into it.

+High Replay Value
+Many different paths to choose.
+Interesting Dialogues \/ Options
+Interesting expeditions
+Tons of treasures to find and collect
+VERY CHALLENGING AT HIGHER DIFFICULTIES
+RNG is a bick.

I love this game, I find myself coming back to it. And for what it was worth? I've gotten way more than I bargained for..
Genuinely unique, fun, chill and story-driven tactical rpg adventure. I love it. 10\/10. One of my favorite games on steam. 100%
recommend.. Absolutely delightful rogue-like RPG with light turn-based tactics; pick a team of three characters at the start of
your run and try to explore the world! Interesting combat, a large variety of node-based events, enemies, and locations, and
surprisingly deep progression via item, investment and skill management. Highly recommended!
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